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Texas School Facility  
Improvement Demand 
What are Texas public school facility long term needs?  The 

continuation of historic trends can provide an estimate for 

future demand.  Following are continuing-trend models that 

estimate the 10-year demand for K12 school facilities. 

by Monte Hunter 

January 2019
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The first method extends the past 15-year Texas bond trend.  The 
chart below shows the annual value of bonds passed(1) from 2004 to 
2018.  The linear regression trend line of this data was extended for a 
10 year projection of facility improvement demand totaling $101.2 
billon.

This historical period included a tax compression and recession(2), 
both of which some are forecasting may occur in the next 10 years.  
While the statistical correlation is low (.33), the trend provides an 
estimate based on the past 15-year trend for bonds passed.

trend line

$101B 
10-year estimated demand

SCHOOL BOND TREND

passed bonds (billions)

1

Bond programs typically have multi-year buildouts.  Thus, the 
chart below does not provide an annual expenditure estimate.  
Analysis of Texas Bond Board data also indicates less than 10% of 
bonds are for technology and transportation. 
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“State of Our Schools, America’s K-12 Facilities” by the 21st Century School 
Fund compiles annual school construction expenditures from across the 
nation.  These expenditures are based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau 
annual survey(3).  Expenditures do not include bond interest.  A statistical 
continuation of the 2002-16 U.S. Census Bureau data trend for Texas would 
result in a 2019-28 cumulative total of $75.1 billion as shown below.

The historic construction spending trend below appears to follow the passed 
school bond trend on the previous page on a 1 to 3 year lagging basis.

U.S. CENSUS BUREAU TREND
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$75B 
10-year estimated demand

Annual construction spending

Tax
compression

Texas
recession

trend line
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APPA-BASED MODEL

The following chart models 10-year demand to renew Texas 
school facilities and to accommodate Texas enrollment growth.  
The renewal (deferred maintenance) cost model is based on a 
method developed by the Association of Physical Plant 
Administrators (APPA)(5). The APPA model was validated by a 
statistical analysis of 38 independent school condition assessments 
performed by 11 different architectural firms.  This model uses the 
age of building systems to estimate renewal costs and has proven 
effective over many years of use. Based on a 2006 State of Texas 
Comptroller’s office study(6), adjusted to current date, the 
estimated average age of Texas school facilities is 35 years.  

The “facilities for growth” models the cumulative cost of building 
space (square feet) needed to accommodate the continuation 
of a historic trend of 1.5% enrollment growth per year(7).  Square 
feet demand is based on the statistical analysis of more than 150  
Texas school districts. Assumptions for this model are $225/SF 
construction cost and 5% annual construction inflation(8).  Site 
work, furnishings and equipment are not included in the estimate. 
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SUMMARY

4

$83B 
average of ten-year models

The first model indicates an upward trend in school bond 
programs.  The subsequent 10-year facility demand models 
provide $75B and $91B estimates, for an average of $83B.

The APPA-based model provides the additional insight of 
renewal (deferred maintenance) and new facilities demand.   
46% of the model is for renewal.  This is important to note as 
districts with aging facilities plan for renewal.  

These models provide a macro estimate of long range facility  
demand, and can be refined on a regional basis.  As 
indicated, factors such as tax policy and macro economics 
can have a significant impact on school facility trends.  

46%
of demand is for existing facilities
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